
Psalm 72— Logotechnical Analysis 
Guidelines 
• Please read the General Introduction as well as the Introduction to Book I and Book II. 
• For common features found in the numerical analysis charts, see the Key to the charts. 

Specific features of Psalm 72 
• Psalm 72, which concludes the corpus of 31 psalms in Book II, is a classic example of 

skilful compositional craftmanship. The psalm proper, vs. 1-17, has a particularly regular 
poetic structure in terms of strophes, verselines and cola - see Observation 5.  

• The secondarily added doxology (vs. 18-19) has numerically been fused with the body of 
the psalm to form a larger unity consisting of exactly 156 (6 x 26) words. 

• Particularly skilful is the use of divine name numbers, not only to structure the text, but 
also to highlight the effects of justice realized by the king, and the flourishing of 
righteousness, specifically for the oppressed. 

Strophic structure  - Canto/Stanza boundary: ||  Canticle boundary: | 
• Van der Lugt rightly excludes the doxology and subscription: 1-2, 3-4 | 5-6, 7-8 || 9, 10, 

11 || 12-13, 14-15 | 16, 17 (3 cantos with 11 strophes, 20 verselines and 42 cola). 
• Fokkelman includes the doxology, but excludes the two amens at the end of v. 19, as 

well as the subscription (v. 20): 1-2, 3-4 || 5-6, 7-8 || 9-11, 12-14 || 15-16, 17, 18-19 (4 
stanzas with 9 strophes, 21 verselines and 44 cola, taking v. 10 as a single bicolic  
verseline and vs. 18-19 as part of the body of the poem). 

• Labuschagne: I differentiate between the psalm without the doxology (vs. 1-17), and with 
it, (vs. 1-19): 1-2, 3-4 | 5-6, 7-8 || 9, 10, 11 || 12-14, 15 | 16, 17 (the psalm proper has 3 
cantos with 11 strophes, 20 verselines and 42 cola). 

Logotechnical analysis  
• Columns a and b show the number of words before and after the atnach. 
• Column c: words describing the king's blessed rule of justice and its internal effects; 
• Column d: words describing the effects of the external repercussions for the king. 
• The numbering of the verselines is shown in brown. 
   Total a b c d 
 1 hOm»l¸Hil  Heading 1 =   1 +   0
  ^§EGt ™elem̧l ßyeXAKp̧Him £yih»lÈ' 1 4 4   4   
  :™elem-§eb̧l ß̧t“qËdicÃw 3   3 3   
 2 ^qÂdec¸b ß¸Gmav §yÊd√y 2 3 3   3   
  :XAKp¸Him¸b ßy∆Cy«n·v¬w 2   2 2  
  Strophe 1 Total, v. 1-2 12 =   7 +   5 =  12 +   0 
 3 ^£AvAl £ÙlAH £yÊrAh ˚'¸W«y 3 4 4   4   
  :h“qflḑci–b tÙvAbÃg˚ 2   2 2  
  Total, v. 3 6 =   4 +   2 =   6 +   0 
 4 £Av-y≈Cy«n·v XOKp¸H«y 4 3 3   3   
  ^§Ùy¸be' y≈n¸bil fivyiHÙy 3 3   3   
  :qEHÙv 'E–kfidy«w 2   2 2  
  Total, v. 4 8 =   6 +   2 =   8 +   0
  Strophe 2 Total, v. 3-4 14 =  10 +   4 =  14 +   0
  Canticle I.1 Total, v. 1-4 26 =  17 +   9 =  26 +   0 
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 5 ^HemAH-£iv ß˚'flry«y 5 3 3  3  
  :£yÊrÙ–d rÙ–d fix„r√y y≈n¸pilÃw 4   4 4 
  Total, v. 5 7 =   3 +   4 =   7 +   0 
 6 ^z≈Fg-lav rAXAm̧–k d„r≈y 6 4 4  4  
  :¶ÂrA' •y«zËr¬z £yibyibËri–k 3   3 3 
  Total, v. 6 7 =   4 +   3 =   7 +   0
  Strophe 3 Total, v. 5-6 14 =   7 +   7 =   14 +   0 
 7 ^qyÊ–dac wyAm√y̧–b-xfiŗp«y 7 3 3  3  
  :fix„r√y yil¸–b-dav £ÙlAH bOrÃw 5   5 5 
  Total, v. 7 8 =   3 +   5 =   8 +   0 
 8 ^£√y-dav £√Cyim Ë–dËr≈yÃw 8 4 4  4  
  :¶ÂrA'-yEs¸pa'-dav rAh√Fnim˚ 4   4 4 
  Total, v. 8 8 =   4 +   4 =   8 +   0
  Strophe 4 Total, v. 7-8 16 =   7 +   9 =   16 +   0
  Canticle I.2 Total, v. 5-8 30 =  14 +  16 =   30 +   0
  Canto I Total, v. 1-8 56 =  31 +  25 =  56 +   0 

9     Middle Canto, vs. 9-11 ^£y«Cyic ˚vËŗk«y wy√nAp̧l 9 3 3      3 
       Meaningful centre :˚kExalÃy rApAv wyAbÃyO'Ãw 3   3     3
  Strophe 5 Total, v. 9 6 =   3 +   3 =   0 +   6 
10  Middle strophe: 5+1+5   £y«Cyi'Ãw HyiHËrat yEķlam 10 3 3      3 

      Middle cola: 42=19+4+19 ^˚byiH√y hAxÃnim 2 2      2 

  Middle word: 137=68+1+68 'Ab¸s˚ 'Ab̧H yEķlam 11 3   3     3 

  :˚byÊrŸq¬y rA–ķHe' 2   2     2
  Strophe 6 Total, v. 10 10 =   5 +   5 =   0 +  10 
 11 ^£yikAl¸m-lAk Ùl-˚w·xaGt¸H«yÃw 12 4 4      4 
  :˚h˚d¸bav¬y £«yÙFg-lA–k 3   3     3
  Strophe 7 Total, v. 11 7 =   4 +   3 =   0 +   7
  Total, v. 10-11 17 =   9 +   8 =   0 +  17
  Canto II Total, v. 9-11 23 =  12 +  11 =   0 +  23
  Total, v. 5-11 53 =  26 +  27 =  30 +  23
  Total, v. 1-11 79 =  43 +  36 =  56 +  23 

 12 ^ fiv≈FwaḨm §Ùy̧be' lyiFc¬y-yi–k 13 4 4  4  
  :Ùl r≈zOv-§yE'Ãw y«nAvÃw 4   4 4 
  Total, v. 12 8 =   4 +   4 =   8 +   0 
 13 ^§Ùy¸be'Ãw lfi–d-lav sOx√y 14 4 4  4  
  :fivyiHÙy £y«nÙy¸be' tÙH¸p¬nÃw 3   3 3 
  Total, v. 13 7 =   4 +   3 =   7 +   0 
 14 ^£AH¸p¬n la'Ãg«y sAmAxEm˚ ™ÙGtim 15 4 4  4  
  :wy√nyEv̧–b £Amfl–d r—qy≈yÃw 3   3 3 
  Total, v. 14 7 =   4 +   3 =   7 +   0
  Strophe 8 Total, v. 12-14 22 =  12 +  10 =  22 +   0
  Total, v. 9-14 45 =  24 +  21 =  22 +  23
  Total, v. 5-8+12-14 52 =  26 +  26 =  52 +   0
  Total 2-14 94 =  51 +  43 =  71 +  23
  Total, v. 1-14 101 =  55 +  46 =  78 +  23 
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 15 'Ab¸H bahÃ∑zim Ùl-§eGt«yÃw yixy«w 16 5 5    5 
  ^dyimAt Ùd·va–b lEGlaKp̧t«yÃw 3 3    3 
  :˚hÃnekrAbÃy £ÙCyah-lA–k 3   3   3
  Strophe 9 Total, v. 15 11 =   8 +   3 =   0 +  11
  Canticle III.1 Total, v. 12-15 33 =  20 +  13 =  22 +  11 
  Total, v. 9-15 56 =  32 +  24 =  22 +  34
  Total, v. 2-15 105 =  59 +  46 =  71 +  34
  Total, v. 1-15 112 =  63 +  49 =  78 +  34 

 16 ¶ÂrA'A–b ra–b-ta–sip yihÃy 17 4 4    4 
  £yÊrAh H'◊ŗ–b 2 2    2 
  ^ÙyËriKp §ÙnAb¸Gla–k HavËr«y 18 3 3    3 
  :¶ÂrA'Ah beWEv¸–k ryivEm ˚cyic√yÃw 4   4   4
  Strophe 10 Total, v. 16 13 =   9 +   4 =   0 +  13
  Total, v. 15-16 24 =  17 +   7 =   0 +  24 
 17 £AlÙv¸l Ùm¸H yihÃy 19 3 3    3 
  Ùm¸H §ÙFn«y HemeH-y≈n¸pil 4 4    4 
  ^Ùb ˚kËrA–b̧t«yÃw 20 2 2    2 
  :˚h˚r¸KHa'Ãy £«yÙFg-lA–k 3   3   3
  Strophe 11 Total, v. 17 12 =   9 +   3 =   0 +  12
  Canticle III.2 Total, v. 16-17 25 =  18 +   7 =  25 +   0
  Total, v. 15-17 36 =  26 +  10 =   0 +  36
  Canto III Total, v. 12-17 58 =  38 +  20 =  22 +  36
  Total, v. 2-17 130 =  77 +  53 =   71 +  59
  Numerical    v. 1-8 56 =  31 +  25 =  56 +   0
  Chiasmus   v. 9-17 81 =  50 +  31 =  22 +  59
  Psalm proper, v. 1-17 137 =  81 +  56 =  78 +  59
  With the heading, v. 1-17 138 =  82 +  56 

Doxology, the coda concluding Book II 
 18 ^lE'flŗW«y yEh»lÈ' £yih»lÈ' h√whÃy ™˚rA–b (21) 5 5    5 
  :Ù–dab¸l tÙ'Al¸p«n hEWOv 3   3   3 
 19 £AlÙv¸l ÙdÙb¸–k £EH ™˚rAb˚ (22) 4 4    4 
  ¶ÂrA'Ah lO–k-te' ÙdÙb̧k 'ElAGm«yÃw 5 5    5
  Doxology, v. 18-19* 17 =  14 +   3 =   0 +  17 
  :§EmA'Ãw §EmA' 2 2    2
  Doxology including the amens, v. 18-19 19 =  16 +   3 =   0 +  19
  Total, v. 5-19 130 =  80 +  50 =  52 +  78
  Psalm proper and doxology, v. 1-19 156 =  97 +  59 = 78 +  78 
  With the heading, v. 1-19 157 =  98 +  59 

 20 ^tÙGlip̧t G̊lA–k 2 2  
  :yAH«y-§e–b d«wfl–d 3  3
  Subscription, v. 20 5 =   2 +   3
  Total, including the subscription, v. 1-20 161 =  99 +  62 
  With the heading, v. 1-20 162 =  100 +  62 
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Observations 
1. The psalm proper consists of 17 Masoretic verses, made up of 11 strophes, 20 

verselines, 42 cola, and 137 words. The doxology of Book II in vs. 18-19 should be 
regarded, in my opinion – like the other doxologies elsewhere in the Psalter - as 
editorial material, added secondarily during the formation process of the Psalter. It is 
important to note, however, that this was not done in any haphazard fashion; the 
doxology was composed in such a way that it forms a numerical unity with the psalm 
proper. This goes for the doxology of Book I too. See Observations 1 and 5 in my 
Analysis of Psalm 41.  

The 17-word doxology, together with its 2-word conclusion, §EmA'Ãw §EmA', 'Amen, Amen', 
(vs. 18-19), brings the total number of words of the entire poem up to 156 (6 x 26), 
which was obviously consciously designed. The numerical structure shows that the 1-
word heading and the 5-word editorial note (v. 20) do not play any role at all in the 
numerical structure of the psalm.  

2. In terms of the 137 words of the psalm proper, the middle word is 'AbḨ, 'Sheba', 
significantly flanked by 68 (4 x 17) words: 137 = 68 + 1 + 68. The name Sheba 
appears to have been intentionally devised as the meaningful centre of the poem on 
word level. The name Sheba may be regarded as representing all foreign rulers who 
are familiar with Solomon's fame and acknowledge his hegemonic rule. The name 
Sheba is a most fitting meaningful centre for a poem dedicated to king Solomon, 
especially in light of the story about the visit by the queen of Sheba (I Kings 10:1-13).  
It is particularly interesting to note that the concentric compositional formula, with 
Sheba flanked by 68 words (4x the divine name number 17) on each side, seems to 
suggest that Sheba is symbolically enveloped by YHWH's name. This may be linked 
with the remark in I Kings 10:1 that "the queen of Sheba heard of the fame of 
Solomon concerning the name of YHWH". The Deuteronomistic storyteller, on his 
part, wanted to stress that the reason for her visit is not Solomon's personal fame, but 
the fame of what he did for the name of YHWH, i.e. building the temple.  
Significantly enough, however, the poet winds up his poem by referring solely to the 
name of Solomon, without any explicit mentioning of the name of YHWH: 

"May his name endure for ever; may his fame remain like the sun!" (v. 17).  
So it does not come as a surprize to see that the author of the doxology corrected the 
poem's one-sided picture of Solomon - perfectly in line with the view of the storyteller 
- by referring specifically to the name of YHWH (vs. 18-19):  

"Blessed be YHWH, the God of Israel, who alone does wondrous things; 
blessed be his glorious name for ever; may his glory fill the whole earth!".  

In my opinion, there is every reason to conclude that the doxology was secondarily 
composed by a redactor in the editorial phase of the formation process of the Psalter. 

3. In terms of the poetical structure of the poem, there is another meaningful centre, 
namely v. 10, the middle strophe (11 = 5 + 1 + 5), which coincides with the 4 middle 
cola (42 = 19 + 4 + 19). This 2-verseline middle strophe (in box) is highlighted by the 
fact that it is flanked by the two only 1–verseline strophes in the whole psalm. They 
are very similar in terms of content: the submission of the king's enemies and their 
recognition of Solomon's hegemonic rule. 
This is how the middle strophe is positioned within the middle canto which may be 
regarded as the larger meaningful centre: 
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:˚kExalÃy rApAv wyAbÃyO'Ãw ^ £y«Cyic ˚vËŗk«y wy√nAp̧l9  (one bicolic verseline) 

    ^˚byiH√y hAxÃnim // £y«Cyi'Ãw HyiHËrat yEk¸lam10   two bicolic  

       :˚byÊrŸq¬y rA–k¸He' // 'Ab¸s˚ 'Ab̧H yEķlam  verselines 

       :˚h˚d¸bav¬y £«yÙFg-lA–k ^ £yikAl¸m-lAk Ùl-˚w·xaGt¸H«yÃw11   (one bicolic verseline) 

  9  May desert tribes bow down before him; and may his enemies lick the dust! 
10  May the kings of Tarshish and of the isles render him tribute 

            May the kings of Sheba and Seba bring gifts! 
      11  May all kings fall down before him; may all nations serve him! 
In the wider context, the meaningful centre, Canto II, is flanked by the two passages 
describing the internal effects of the realization of justice by the king: preceded by 
Canto I (vs. 1-8) and Strophe 8 (vs. 12-14). The two Canticles, vs. 1-4 and 5-8 should 
be clearly distinguished: Canticle I.1, which is significantly composed of 26 words (17 
before and 9 after atnach), is introduced by a prayer (vs. 1-2), while Canticle I.2 is 
introduced by words referring to God in 2nd person (v. 5): 'may they (the king and his 
dynasty) revere you (God)…'. Another point of difference is that Canticle I.1 deals 
with the wishes for the righteous deeds of the king for the benefit of the people, while 
Canticle I.2 express the wishes for the blessed effects of the rule of justice for the 
benefit of the king and his land. 
In the same way, I differentiate between Strophe 8 (vs. 12-14) and Strophes 9 -11 
(vs. 15-17), because Strophe 8 is a recapitulation of the wishes concerning the 
saving acts of the king mentioned in vs. 1-4, particularly for the benefit of the 
oppressed and the poor, while Strophes 9 –11 contain a recapitulation of the wishes 
for the blessed effects of his righteous rule referred to in vs. 5-8, particularly for the 
benefit of the king and his land. 
From a numerical point of view, it is important to note that the two passages 
immediately before and after the meaningful centre, vs. 5-8 and vs. 12-14, taken 
together, are composed of 52 words, with 26 before and 26 after atnach, matching 
the 26 words in vs. 1-4!  
In other words, the text is constructed in such a way that we can visualize the 
submission of the enemies of the king (vs. 9-11) strictly within the context of his 
realization of justice in general. The rule of justice does not only benefit the king and 
his land, but also, more particularly, the oppressed and the needy. I consider this a 
theological insight of fundamental importance. 
 vs. 1-4  the king's deeds for the benefit of the people  26  
 vs. 5-8  the blessings for the king and his land  30  
 vs. 9-11 the submission of the king's enemies 23  
 vs. 12-14 the flourishing of justice for the oppressed  22 

  vs. 15-17 the blessings for the king and his land 36  
  vs. 1-17 the entire psalm proper:  137 = 59   + 52  + 26 
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4. A closer examination of the central position of the meaningful central canto, vs. 9-11, 
reveals the following: the middle canto, is made up of 8 cola, flanked by 17 on each 
side: 42 = 17 + 8 + 17!  Moreover, it coincides with the 3 middle strophes and the 4 
middle verselines, highlighting its pivotal position. In sum, the poem is structured in a 
very regular fashion: 
 vs. 1-8  Canto I 4 strophes  8   lines   17 cola 
 vs. 9,10,11 Canto II 1+1+1 strophes 1+2+1   lines    8 cola 
 vs. 12-17 Canto III 4 strophes  8   lines   17 cola 

5. When I began analyzing the poem, it appeared that neither syntax nor the 2nd and 3rd 
person forms of address were used to give structure to the text, as in many other 
psalms. Ultimately, however, I discovered that the description of the internal effects 
of justice realized by the king for the people of Israel, on the one hand, and the 
description of the external effects of his righteous rule in the ouside world for the 
king, on the other, have been used to structure the text numerically: 78 (3 x 26) 
words in Column c and 59 words in Column d. 
It is intriguing to note that the redactor/editor responsible for the doxology used  
exactly 19 words to compose the coda to Book II. This brought the 59 words 
describing the external effects up to precisely 78 (3 x 26), which is in perfect balance 
with the 78 (3 x 26) words used for the description of the internal effects. Obviously, 
to his mind, the universal praise of God’s name and glory in 'all the earth', expressed 
in the doxology, ensues from the realization of justice by the king, which means that it 
belongs to the external effects. 

6. In addition to the considerable number of instances mentioned above, the divine 
name numbers feature in the psalm in the following way: 

vs. 1-4  26 words in total, with 17 words before atnach 
vs.10-11 17 words in total 
vs. 5-11 26 words before atnach 
vs. 5-14 52 (2 x 26) words in Column c 
vs. 2-14 51 (3 x 17) words before atnach 
vs. 1-15 34 (2 x 17) words in Column d 
vs. 1-15 78 (3 x 26) words in Column c 
vs. 15-16 17 words before atnach 
vs. 15-17 26 words before atnach 
vs. 2-17 130 (5 x 26) words in total 
vs. 5-19 130 (5 x 26) words, with 52 in Column c and 78 in Column d 
vs. 1-19 156 (6 x 26) words, with 78 in Column c and 78 in Column d. 

7. The name hwhy itself occurs only once: in the doxology. This single instance brings 
the total number of occurrences of the divine name in Book II up to 34 (17 times in 
Psalms 42-59, and 17 times in Psalms 60-72). For particulars, see the Introduction to 
Book II, Table V, Observation 4. The designation £yih»lÈ' occurs three times: 1x in the 
psalm proper (v. 1a), and 2x in the doxology (v. 18a). 
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